Making the vestments for Diana Akiyama, the new Episcopal bishop of Oregon
I got a phone message in early October from her, saying she wanted to talk about making
katazome vestments for her. Needless to say, this was a big surprise. So, with some trepidation
I called her back. She explained that she is Japanese American and that her sister had found my
website and they were persuaded that I was the perfect, perhaps the only, person who could
make a set of vestments for her installation as Bishop for the Diocese of Oregon in late January.
She has a deep reverence for the natural world which she wanted reflected in her vestments.
She knew nothing really about katazome except that it was a traditional Japanese technique
and she thought based on what she had seen that it could be used to produce the imagery she
wanted.
We arranged to meet in my studio so I could show her what I could do with garments and
explain more about katazome technique. A set of vestments consists of a cope (a floor length
cape), plus a chasuble (a poncho like garment worn during the serving of Holy Eucharist), a stole
for her and one for the deacon who assists her, plus the bishops mitre. I showed her the fabrics
I had and she chose a silk broadcloth for its fluid drape, stability and matte surface. She was
emphatic that she did not want anything flashy or shiny or that would overpower her small
frame. We met (masked) every two weeks or so to consult. She is herself an accomplished
dressmaker and had a very clear vision of what she wanted and we worked well together.
Chasuble I had white Japanese kimono silk which we chose for the center panel of the chasuble,
to be dyed with traditional Japanese patterns, including stencil borders representing her family
crests and the rose from the Diocese shield. The curved hem would be finished with a red silk
facing turned to the front and the cross on the front would be appliqued from the same silk.
She wanted a soft green grading to blue.

Stoles We decided to make her priest’s stole with a collection of my small stencils reflecting the
natural history she loves. The deacon’s stole would be compatible with the chasuble in color
and design.

Mitre This was a challenge technically because there were no patterns for the style she wanted.
Fortunately for me she had been given a mitre from a former bishop and I could take it apart
enough to figure out how to construct it. For the top and the lappets that hang down in the
back I designed stencils based on an image from a temple gate I saw in Kyoto. It was dyed with
the same cool red, and the lining and interior skull cap were matching cotton. It was assembled
almost completely by hand, with a stiffened interior support of two layers of fused heavy
pellon.

Cope This was the big challenge and the part that took almost the whole two and a half months
to complete. To start with, the garment is a gigantic half circle, bigger than the 4x8 foot work
table. It required 7 yards of silk for both front and lining and there were six wedge shaped
pattern pieces, so lots of bias seams. What she envisioned was a swirl of water starting with a
pool at the lower left and rising to end on the right shoulder. This design was a huge crescent.
Japanese stencils are rectangular and designed to repeat along a length of 14” wide kimono
fabric. I spent time with graph paper and compasses and Photoshop working out a design and
figuring out how to make a trapezoidal stencil that when pasted would give me that big curve. I
also designed stencils for the beginning and ending of the curve and figured out how to join
them gracefully to the main stencil shape. I prepared and fit a muslin and pinned a pellon curve
on it to be sure she liked the layout. Then I taped my pattern pieces together and laid out the
curve in the same spot so I could transfer the positions accurately. I then basted this shape onto
the four big rectangular pieces of prepared silk with the pattern pieces marked.

Working one piece at a time I spread my rice paste through the stencil, drying each application
of paste before adding the next to minimize errors. When I got to the seam between one piece
and the next I pressed under the seam allowances, butted them together and applied the paste
over the join. This took about six hours of white knuckle effort because any error could destroy
everything. I made small repairs to the paste where needed. Stretching the four panels like
hammocks I applied the green and blue soymilk-based pigment dyes, let them cure and washed
off the paste. I sewed it together and corrected any dye mismatches at the seams with Inktense
pencils in matching colors.

After sewing the six pieces together I put the cope and its lining on the dress form and
weighted the hems to relax the several bias seams before fitting the shoulders and marking the
hems with the welcome assistance of a local bridal seamstress, Linda Brown. I trimmed the
200” long hem, before relaxing and marking it one last time. I hand attached the hem facings. I
added lines of Japanese gold threads couched on the wave and delicate beading in blues and
greens to catch the light. My clever husband built a tool to unspool the gold thread without
tangling as I sewed it on. I learned how to manage the nylon thread to sew on the beads. I
attached the red kimono style bands to the front opening and a gilt morse to fasten it in front
and it was complete.

I do not mind admitting this was one of the most challenging projects I have ever undertaken
but also one of the most rewarding. Most of it was not difficult katazome, but the cope was a
huge undertaking and asked more of katazome technique than I thought possible. I am proud
of what Bishop Akiyama and I accomplished working together and thrilled that she and those
who have seen it are happy with the results.

